D IN ORTHO AT 19K ENDF/B-VII
Thermal cross sections

Cross section (barns)

Energy (MeV)
D IN ORTHO AT 19K ENDF/B-VII
thermal inelastic
D IN ORTHO AT 19K ENDF/B-VII
thermal inelastic
D IN ORTHO AT 19K ENDF/B-VII
thermal inelastic
D IN ORTHO AT 19K ENDF/B-VII
thermal inelastic for $e = 1.012 \times 10^{-9}$ MeV
D IN ORTHO AT 19K ENDF/B-VII
thermal inelastic for e = 1.417E-08 MeV

Prob/cosine

Cosine

Sec. Energy

Prob/cosine

Cosine
D IN ORTHO AT 19K ENDF/B-VII
thermal inelastic for e = 5.033E-07 MeV
D IN ORTHO AT 19K ENDF/B-VII
thermal inelastic for e = 4.070E-06 MeV